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Introverts Can Serve As Leaders, Too

Would you really want to spend your life as a follower of others?  Because this is how

today’s society is setting introverts up. The common belief that introverted people don’t have the

“people skills” to become a leader has become a growing issue, as it continues to prevent

introverts from becoming leaders in group settings. Recently, researchers analyzed a database of

17k executives, and found that, while an extrovert was more than 2x as likely to be hired as a

CEO than an introvert, this didn’t correlate with a better performance once they were hired. This

highlights the fact that our society tends to underestimate introverts as leaders, as they’re found

to be hired less often, but just as capable once they are hired. So, what is the difference between

an introvert and an extrovert? Well, an introvert is someone who gets their energy from being

alone rather than socializing, typically making them quiet (but not necessarily shy). On the other

hand, an extrovert is someone who gets their energy from interacting with others, typically

outspoken. As someone who is on the quieter side, but has also taken on many roles requiring

leadership, such as tutoring eighth graders struggling in math and leading a mediation group on

my swim team, I am here to tell you why introverts make just as great leaders as extroverts.

First of all, introverts listen when others speak. They absorb feedback, they contemplate

suggestions, and they think through ideas. Because of this, introverted, quieter personalities

allow for meaningful conversations, which can contribute to better connections.We all know the

feeling of having good connections with our teachers, coaches, or anyone we look up to. It

makes us feel more relaxed and open to sharing our ideas, right? Well–yes–and an introvert’s
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ability to give powerful advice makes them easier to develop strong connections with, and for

this reason, they make great leaders.

On the flip side, people listen to them when they speak. When someone is talking

nonstop in a group project, we eventually lose interest and stop listening to them. Now, because

introverted people typically don’t speak as much, people are more inclined to pay attention to

their suggestions, ideas, and feedback when they do contribute. Research suggests that after just

twenty minutes of public speaking, no matter how interested we are, our focus is depleted and

will steadily decline until we are no longer listening at all. Because of this, someone who speaks

less often, but with meaning, can make a powerful leader. This way, we will listen to them. We

will absorb what they are saying. And most importantly, we will get something out of it.

Oh, and another thing! This one is important. Introverts think through important

decisions. A study with 370 participants, randomly sampled, found that 50% of extroverts go for

snap decisions, while 79% of introverts rely on their inner feelings, intuition, and reactions. From

this, it can be concluded that introverted people are generally great decision makers. They don’t

rush through their decisions; they don't overthink them; they rely on their true instinct.

Decision-making is clearly a positive trait of many introverts, making them confident, powerful

leaders.

Last but certainly not least, introverted people are typically great problem solvers.

Introverts’ brain pathways favor the thinking mode where several solutions to individual

problems are played out in their minds at once. This way, they have a plan, a backup plan, a fall
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back plan, and so on. If their group is faced with a problem, they will have multiple solutions up

their sleeves. For me, as someone who tends to be more introverted, a class presentation or group

project means that I prepare for plans A B and C. Their independent ability to come up with

multiple ways to solve problems can again make them a great group leader.

For these reasons, introverts can make just as great leaders as extroverts. So, next time

you get assigned a group project for let’s say English class, don’t count their quiet leadership out.

If you’re an extroverted leader, don’t be afraid to ask them what they think about ideas and for

their opinions– I can assure you that many of them will be glad to contribute. Give them their

chance to talk and they will rise to it.
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